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SOCOTEC IS THE UK leader in testing, inspection and compliance services, 

with a range of involvements from major construction projects, such as London’s 

Shard and Crossrail developments, to chemical and microbiological analysis. 

Each year, the firm undertakes some seven million tests for over 5,000 clients.

  “We’re by far the largest supplier of support services to infrastructure, in 

terms of testing and compliance,” says Philip Ball, Group Technical Director  

of Socotec in the UK. “But the main thing that characterises us is our breadth 

of service – you can come to us for just about anything to do with testing and 

inspection in both the environment and safety sector, and the infrastructure 

and energy sector. We represent a single point of contact.”

  Socotec’s list of activities includes materials testing – on site as well as in 

laboratories – structural investigations and a wealth of geotechnical expertise. 

The company’s services are called upon by almost every sector, including 

healthcare, recycling, waste management, retail, leisure and manufacturing.

  In March 2017, Socotec acquired ESG (Environmental Scientifics Group),  

with its solid reputation for stringent internal quality control, endorsed by  

a comprehensive array of accreditations that have made it the gold  

standard for technical expertise and service.

  Socotec now has more than 20 testing facilities certified by UKAS (United 

Kingdom Accreditation Service), including site-based laboratories across the 

country. “UKAS accreditation is effectively a top-end quality control,” says Ball.  

“It governs almost everything we do in many parts of the business.”

  When a developer works with Socotec, the firm’s experts advise on local 

planning rules and ground conditions, and provide help in fulfilling the specified 

terms. They can also take care of compliance matters – such as landfill permitting 

and discharge controls – and address any complications. “If, for example,  

a contractor finds signs of contamination on a site, we will deploy scientists to 

take samples and undertake the necessary remedies to prevent delays,” says 

Ball. Socotec can also help contractors to reduce costs and environmental 

impact by reusing materials on site that might otherwise be dumped.

  “We aim to make our clients’ lives as simple as possible,” says Ball. “In the 

end it’s about peace of mind.”
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